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Agenda - Thursday October 25
13:00 – 13:30 PM ▶

Welcome Reception/ Poster Set Up 3rd floor

13:30 – 13:50 PM ▶

Welcome and introduction
Niels Fertig, Nanion Technologies

13:50 – 14:10 PM ▶

Profiling the pharmacology of G-protein coupled receptors using
impedance analysis of cell-based assays
Prof. Dr. Joachim Wegener, University of Regensburg

14:10 – 14:30 PM ▶

Light makes it funnier
Dr. Jean-Francois Rolland, Axxam

SyncroPatch Users

14:30 – 15:30 PM ▶

SyncroPatch User Workshop 3rd floor

15:30 – 16:00 PM ▶

Instrument Demonstration ground floor

14:30 – 15:00 PM ▶

Coffee Break & Poster presentation

15:00 – 16:00 PM ▶

Instrument Demonstration

Thursday Session 2: Transporters in Focus
16:00 – 16:20 PM ▶

Functional evidence for NCX in iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes
Dr. Maria Barthmes, Nanion Technologies

16:20 – 16:40 PM ▶

YEAST-TRANS project: deciphering the transport mechanisms of small
molecules for improved cell factories
Dr. Irina Borodina, TU Copenhagen

16:40 – 17:00 PM ▶

The lipid environment determines the activity of the E.coli ammonium
transporter, AmtB
Dr. Arnaud Javelle, Strathclyde Institute

17:00 – 17:30 PM

Coffee Break & Poster Presentation

▶

Thursday Session 3: Potassium and Calcium Channels
17:30 – 17:50 PM

▶

Ca2+ channels and Ca2+ regulated channels in red blood cells
Prof. Dr. Lars Kästner, Saarland University

17:50 – 18:10 PM

▶

A biophysical map of the homomeric voltage-gated potassium channel
(Kv) family
Dr. Rajnish Ranjan, EPFL

18:10 – 19:30 PM ▶
19:30 PM ▶
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Get together & walking to the Sheraton hotel
Dinner at Sheraton Westend Factory Restaurant

Agenda

Thursday Session 1: Hot Topics

Agenda - Friday October 26
9:00 – 9:10 AM

▶

Welcome
Friday Session 1: Impedance-based assays

Agenda

9:10 – 9:30 AM

▶

CiPA myocyte phase II validation study results: cross-site comparison
using the CardioExcyte 96
Dr. Sonja Stölzle-Feix, Nanion

9:30 – 9:50 AM

▶

Quality control of CiPA-validated Cor.4U® cardiomyocytes and implications
for a new CiPA-like long-term cardiotoxicity validation consortium
Dr. Ralf Kettenhofen, Ncardia

9:50 – 10:10 AM

▶

Exciting news: iPS cells for modelling pain disorders
Prof. Dr. Angelika Lampert, RWTH Aachen University

10:10 – 10:40 AM

▶

Coffee Break & Poster Presentation
Friday Session 2: New Technologies

10:40 – 11:00 AM ▶

Binding of photoreactive inhibitors to resting and inactivated
conformations of the sodium channel by synchronized voltage
and optical stimulation using the Port-a-Patch
Dr. Árpád Mike, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

11:00 – 11:20 AM ▶

Beyond electrophysiology: additional optical readout for artificial
bilayer experiments
Dr. Gerhard Baaken, Ionera

11:20 – 11:40 AM ▶

CardioExcyte 96 Goes Flexible: Investigating Cardiac Contractility under
Physiological Mechanical Conditions with the CellDrum Add-On
Dr. Matthias Gossmann, innoVitro

11:40 – 12:30 PM

Lunch

▶

Friday Session 3: SyncroPatch PE: The full bandwith
12:30 – 12:50 PM ▶

Development of SyncroPatch assays for GABAA receptors
Dr. David Dalrymple, SB Drug Discovery

12:50 – 13:10 PM ▶

A new in vitro paradigm: From hERG-centric to multiple ion channel current
assessment (SyncroPatch 384PE) – To provide a more accurate mechanisticbased pro-arrhythmis prediction
Doi Masafumi, Daiichi Sankyo RD Novare

13:10 – 13:30 PM ▶

SyncroSwitch – compatibility of synthetic photoswitches with the
SyncroPatch 384PE
Dr. Martin Sumser, LMU Munich

13:30 – 14:00 PM

Coffee Break & Poster Presentation
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▶

Agenda - Friday October 26

14:00 – 14:20 PM ▶

Designing multiple assay protocols for ligand-gated ion channel targets
using the stacked tip feature on the Patchliner
Sam Manyweathers, Metrion Biosciences

14:20 – 14:40 PM ▶

High-throughput validation of non-canonical amino acid incorporation
into acid-sensing ion channel 1a
Nina Braun, University of Copenhagen

14:40 – 15:00 PM ▶

Closing remarks
Dr. Andrea Brüggemann, Nanion

Program - Thursday October 25
14:00 – 15:30 PM ▶

Workshop for SyncroPatch 384/768 PE Users: 3rd floor
SyncroPatch 384/768PE: HTS Planar Patch Clamp
Meet the SyncroPatch 384/768PE Team:
Andrea Brüggemann
CSO
Søren Friis
Director Global
Customer Relations

In this workshop you will learn from Søren Friis tips and tricks on assay
development for specific ion channels.
Andrea will present new data on ion channel assays and will give an overview
on new features.

15:00 – 16:00 PM ▶ Instrument Demonstrations: Ground floor
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▶
▶

SyncroPatch 384/768PE

▶
▶
▶

Patchliner

Port-a-Patch
SURFE²R 96SE
CardioExcyte 96

Agenda

Friday Session 4: LGICs and ASICs

Abstracts Oral Presentations:
Thursday
13:30 – 13:50 PM ▶

Welcome and introduction
Niels Fertig, CEO Nanion Technologies

Welcome greetings to the attendees and the international team from Nanion Technologies to the 9 th User
Meeting in Munich. Short introduction about the Nanion story and about new technologies to come.

Thursday
13:50 – 14:10 PM ▶

Profiling the pharmacology of G-protein coupled receptors using
impedance analysis of cell-based assays

Judith A. Stolwijk1, Michael Skiba1, Joachim Wegener1,2
1Institut fuer Analytische Chemie, Chemo- & Biosensorik, Universitaet Regensburg
2Fraunhofer Research Institution for Microsystems and Solid State Technologies EMFT, Regensburg
e-Mail: Joachim.Wegener@ur.de
G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the most heavily addressed drug targets in medicinal chemistry and
pharmacology. It has been estimated that 40-50 % of all prescription pharmaceuticals on the market address
GPCRs in different target tissues. The screening for new agonists or antagonists has been largely based on assays
using genetically engineered cells either by studying the potential binding of the ligand to their receptors or the
production of second messengers upon receptor activation. Both approaches require invasive experimental
procedures and are thus performed as endpoint assays that do not reveal the time course of the cell response or
details about intrinsic signal amplification. In contrast to that, non-invasive and label-free physical transduction
principles have been developed lately that allow monitoring the response of adherent cells of the target tissue
with endogeneous receptor expression in real time [1]. In one concept the cell response is followed by impedance
measurements – like nanion’s CardioExcyte - when the cells are grown on planar gold-film electrodes that are
embedded in the growth substrate [2,3]. This article will highlight several different approaches how non-invasive
impedance measurements together with GPCR-expressing cells can be used to characterize the pharmacology
of GPCRs from different perspectives including dose-response relationships for a given agonist, receptor
desentisation, signal transduction profiling and the bioavailability of drug candidates.
References
[1] C.W. Scott, and M.F. Peters, Drug Discovery Today 15/17-18, 704-716 (2010).
[2] S. Lieb, S. Michaelis, N. Plank, G. Bernhardt, A. Buschauer, and J. Wegener, Pharm. Res., 108, 65-74 (2016).
[3] S. Lieb, T. Littmann, N. Plank, J. Felixberger, M. Tanaka, T. Schäfer, S. Krief, S. Elz, K. Friedland, G. Bernhardt,
J. Wegener, T. Ozawa, and A. Buschauer Pharm. Res. 114, 13-26 (2016).

Thursday
14:10 – 14:30 PM ▶

Light makes it funnier

Dr. Jean-Francois Rolland, Axxam S.p.A.
Drug discovery is a tremendously long, expensive and risky process and this is particularly true when the candidate
targets are ion channels. In fact, despite robust evidences of their key involvement in various disease processes,
the lack, for long time, of reliable surrogates assays made that research investments went proportionally down with
the “discovery” of false positives. The development of high throughput screening electrophysiological devices
opened a new exciting area in ion channel drug discovery. In the last years those devices have not only permitted
the screening of focused libraries but also to revisit old assays increasing the correlation between techniques, thus
leading to early exclusion of false positives from discovery programs. In Axxam, in addition to the aforementioned
approach, we believe that optogenetics is highly promising in HTS. This method, using light to modulate molecular
events in a targeted manner in living cells, could lead to cheaper, faster and highly reliable assays, suitable for
running the early steps of ion channels’ drug discovery programs, especially when combined to automated
electrophysiology. Here we’ll present data obtained from our bPAC-HCN2 cell line that was “brilliantly” assayed
on the PE384.
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Abstracts Oral Presentations:
Thursday
16:00 – 16:20 PM ▶

Functional evidence for NCX in iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes

Dr. Maria Barthmes, Product Manager SURFE²R family, Nanion Technologies
The Na+/Ca2+-exchanger (NCX) plays an important role in cellular calcium homeostasis. Under physiological
conditions NCX removes Ca2+ from the cell lumen of excitable cells and also seems to be involved in regulatory
processes. Under pathological conditions, NCX can reverse direction and contribute to cell damage by Ca 2+
overloading. In recent years these critical functions have fueled the debate over the pharmacological potential
of NCX. Inhibition of the reversed mode of NCX is thought to be beneficial in ischemia/reperfusion injury. Moreover,
inhibition of NCX has been proposed to exhibit an anti-arrhythmic effect and this may have implications for safety
screening.
Human iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) are an evolving model system in cardiac research. We
investigated NCX function in hiPSC-CMs using two different techniques. By developing a suitable sensor based
method (SSM-based electrophysiology) we recorded specific NCX current responses of measureable amplitude.
These currents showed similar calcium affinity compared to NCX1 expressed in HEK cells and were sensitive to
nickel, KB-R7943 and SEA0400. The beating behavior of hiPSC-CMs was further investigated using an impedance
based system. We observed a significant increase in beating rate as a long term effect when inhibiting NCX with
SEA0400.
These findings clearly demonstrate the presence of functional NCX in hiPSC-CMs which until now has been poorly
investigated. The observed increase in beating rate after inhibition of NCX is to some extent in disagreement with
other studies. However, previous studies have employed different methods using non-human systems and usually
investigate short term effects of up to one hour. Further investigation is necessary, but at this time we can state that
we have found an intriguing new combination of tools which will help to generate new insights into the physiology
and pharmacology of NCX.

Thursday
16:20 – 16:40 PM ▶

YEAST-TRANS project: deciphering the transport mechanisms of small
molecules for improved cell factories

Dr. Irina Borodina, Technical University of Denmark

Projects: In my research group at the NNF Center for Biosustainability we focus on metabolic engineering of yeast
cell factories for biosustainable production of chemicals from renewable feedstocks. We develop genetic
engineering tools, which facilitate iterative cycles of strain optimization, and work on general methodology for
accelerated rational strain design, based on systems biology-level data and modeling

Thursday
16:40 – 17:00 PM ▶

The lipid environment determines the activity of the E.coli ammonium
transporter, AmtB

Dr. Arnaud Javelle, Strathclyde Institute
The movement of ammonium across biological membranes is a fundamental process in all living organisms and is
mediated by the ubiquitous Amt/Mep/Rh family of transporters. Recent structural analysis and coupled mass
spectrometry studies have shown that the Escherichia coli ammonium transporter, AmtB, specifically binds 1palmitoyl-2-oleoyl phosphatidylglycerol (POPG). Upon POPG binding, several residues of AmtB undergo a small
conformational change, which stabilizes the protein against unfolding. However, no studies have so far been
conducted to explore if POPG binding to AmtB has functional consequences. Here, we used an in vitro
experimental assay with purified components together with molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the
relation between POPG binding and AmtB activity. Firstly, we show that the AmtB activity is electrogenic. Secondly,
our results indicate that the activity, at the molecular level, of Amt in archaebacteria and eubacteria may differ.
Thirdly, we show that POPG is an important cofactor for AmtB activity and that in the absence of POPG AmtB
cannot complete the full translocation cycle. Furthermore, our simulations reveal previously undiscovered POPG
binding sites on the intracellular side of the lipid bilayer between the AmtB subunits.
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Abstracts Oral Presentations:
Thursday
17:30 – 17:50 PM

▶

Ca2+ channels and Ca2+ regulated channels in red blood cells

Prof. Dr. Lars Kästner, Theoretical Medicine and Biosciences, Saarland University
Free Calcium (Ca2+) is an important and universal second messanger in all cells, red blood cells included. Although
mature mammalian red blood cells are believed to not contain organelles as Ca 2+ stores such as the endoplasmic
reticulum or mitochondria, a 25,000-fold gradient based on an intracellular Ca2+ concentration of approximately
60 nM vs. an extracellular concentration of 1.5 mM makes Ca2+ permeable channels a major signalling tool of red
blood cells. However, the internal Ca2+ concentration is tightly controlled, regulated and maintained primarily by
the Ca2+ pumps PMCA1 and PMCA4. Within the last two decades it became evident that an increased intracellular
Ca2+ is associated with red blood cell clearance in the spleen and promotes red blood cell aggregability and clot
formation. In contrast to this rather uncontrolled deadly Ca2+ signals (resulting in Ca2+ overload) only recently it
became evident, that a temporal increase in intracellular Ca 2+ can also have positive effects such as the
modulation of the red blood cells O2 binding properties or even be vital for brief transient cellular volume
adaptation when passing constrictions like small capillaries or slits in the spleen. I will give an overview of Ca 2+
channels and Ca2+-regulated channels in red blood cells. Particular attention is given to correlation of functional
measurements with molecular entities as well as the physiological and pathophysiological function of these
channels. This view is in constant progress and in particular the understanding of the interaction of several ion
channels in a physiological context just started. This includes on the one hand channelopathies, where a mutation
of the ion channel is the direct cause of the disease, like Hereditary Xerocytosis and the Gárdos Channelopathy.
On the other hand, it applies to red blood cell related diseases where an altered channel activity is a secondary
effect like in sickle cell disease or thalassemia. Also, these secondary effects should receive medical and
pharmacologic attention because they can be crucial when it comes to the life-threatening symptoms of the
disease.

Thursday
17:50 – 18:10 PM

▶

A biophysical map of the homomeric voltage-gated
potassium channel (Kv) family

Dr. Rajnish Ranjan, École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
The voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channels, encoded by forty genes, repolarize all electrically excitable cells,
including plant, cardiac and neuronal cells. Although these genes were fully sequenced decades ago, a
comprehensive understanding of the biophysical properties of Kv channels is still missing, especially near
physiological temperature. Here, we present a standardized biophysical map of the 40 homotetrameric Kv
channels systematically characterized at 15°C, 25°C and 35°C. The Kv kinetics at 35°C differ significantly from
commonly reported kinetics, usually performed at room temperature. Biophysical properties are consistent across
different host cell lines and conserved across mouse, rat and human. This reference dataset, made available as a
public resource, provides a solid foundation for exploring kinetics of heterotetramers, roles of auxiliary subunits,
kinetic modulation, and for building accurate Kv models.

Friday
9:10 – 9:30 AM

▶

CiPA myocyte phase II validation study results: cross-site comparison
using the CardioExcyte 96

Dr. Sonja Stölzle-Feix, Product Manager CardioExcyte 96, Director, Scientific Affairs, Nanion Technologies
Since 2005 the S7B and E14 guidances from ICH and FDA have been in place to assess a potential drug candidate's
ability to cause long QT syndrome. To refine these guidelines, the FDA proposed the Comprehensive in vitro
Proarrhythmia Assay (CiPA) initiative, where the assessment of drug effects on cardiac repolarization was one
subject of investigation. Within the myocyte validation study, effects of pharmaceutical compounds on human
induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) were assessed and this article will focus on the
evaluation of the proarrhythmic potential of 23 blinded drugs in four hiPSC-CM cell lines.
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Abstracts Oral Presentations:
Experiments were performed on the CardioExcyte 96 at different sites. A combined readout of contractility (via
impedance) and electrophysiology endpoints (field potentials) was performed.Our data demonstrates that hERG
blockers such as dofetilide and further high risk categorized compounds prolong the field potential duration.
Arrhythmia were detected in both impedance as well as field potential recordings. Intermediate risk compounds
induced arrhythmia in almost all cases at the highest dose. In the case of low risk compounds, either a decrease
in FPDmax was observed, or not a significant change from pre-addition control values.
With exceptions, hiPSC-CMs are sensitive and exhibit at least 10% delayed or shortened repolarization from preaddition values and arrhythmia after drug application and thus can provide predictive cardiac electrophysiology
data. The baseline electrophysiological parameters vary between iPS cells from different sources, therefore positive
and negative control recordings are recommended.

Friday
9:30 – 9:50 AM

▶

Quality control of CiPA-validated Cor.4U® cardiomyocytes and implications
for a new CiPA-like long-term cardiotoxicity validation consortium

Dr. Ralf Kettenhofen, Ncardia AG, Cologne
Cor.4U® hiPSC-derived cardiomyocytes recently underwent the CIPA core-site validation study with 10
participating international sites and two recording systems (MEA and voltage sensing optical recordings) published
by Blinova et al. 2018. In my presentation I will focus on the strict quality control for Ncardia’s frozen Cor.4U®
Cardiomyocyte products using Nanion’s CardioExcyte and the potential new project of HESI’s CiPA community to
validate hiPSC-derived cardiomyocytes for long-term cardiotoxicity in the light of cardiooncology and ion channel
trafficking inhibition.

Friday:
9:50 – 10:10 AM

▶

Exciting news: iPS cells for modelling pain disorders

Prof. Dr. Angelika Lampert, Institute of Physiology (Neurophysiology), Uniklinik RWTH Aachen University, Aachen
Chronic neuropathic pain treatment still is a therapeutic challenge and mechanistically based individual
treatment is not available. Genetically encoded pain syndromes offer the chance to study mechanisms of chronic
pain on a cellular level: induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) from patients carrying pain-causing mutations can
be reprogrammed and differentiated into nociceptors in the dish. We used human nociceptors of a patient
suffering from inherited erythromelalgia with a mutation in the voltage-gated sodium channel Nav1.7 to study the
role of WT and mutated Nav1.7 in action potential firing. We identify major changes in action potential
characteristics induced by the mutation that may explain the increased pain experienced by patients.
Ultimately, our goal is to identify personalized medicine for individual, treatment-resistant patients using iPSC
derived human nociceptors. We report an example of in-vitro predicted individualized treatment success in a
Caucasian patient suffering from severe small fiber neuropathy (SFN) with a genetic variant in Nav1.9. Using iPSCderived patient nociceptors, we tested an FDA-approved compound which abolished the disease specific
phenotype in-vitro. The patient responded promptly with significant pain relief within five days. Thus, this stem-cell
based approach ended a history of 10-years of severe pain for the patient.

Friday
10:40 – 11:00 AM ▶

Binding of photoreactive inhibitors to resting and inactivated
conformations of the sodium channel by synchronized voltage
and optical stimulation using the Port-a-Patch

Dr. Árpád Mike, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Sodium channel inhibitor drugs decrease pathological hyperactivity in various diseases including pain syndromes,
myotonia, arrhythmias, nerve injuries and epilepsies. Inhibiting pathological but not physiological activity is a major
challenge in drug development. Two major inhibition mechanisms are assumed, channel block and modulation
of gating. The contribution of these two mechanisms, however, has not been studied. Our aim was to study their
respective contribution by using azido-riluzole, the photoreactive analog of riluzole. Upon UV-irradiation this
compound is activated and binds covalently to its binding site.
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Abstracts Oral Presentations:
In whole-cell patch clamp experiments we synchronized voltage pulses with UV light pulses, and evoked covalent
binding in resting (-150 mV) and inactivated (-10 mV) states of the channel.
Ligands bound to resting channels caused less channel block, and only a minimal modulation, while inactivatedstate-bound ligands caused potent inhibition of the amplitude, accompanied with a modulation of gating: the
equilibrium was shifted toward inactivation, and the recovery was delayed. Gating and binding/unbinding kinetics
was studied using different timing of UV-pulses relative to voltage pulses.
The finding that channel block and modulation can be separated may open a novel avenue for drug
development because non-blocking modulators could be more specific in treating hyperactivity-linked diseases.

Friday
11:00 – 11:20 AM ▶

Beyond electrophysiology: additional optical readout for artificial
bilayer experiments

Dr. Gerhard Baaken1, E. Zaitseva1, S. Petersen1, J.C. Behrends2
1 Ionera Technologies GmbH, Freiburg, Germany; 2 University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
Single-channel recording using artificial lipid bilayers is a very powerful technique not only for physiological and
pharmacological studies of ion channels, but for analytical applications with biological nanopores. However for
efficient single-channel analysis an automated chip-based parallel measurement platform is required. Here we
describe formation and characterization of versatile membrane arrays suitable for single-channel studies on the
surface of different micro electrode cavity array (MECA) 1,2 chips. Furthermore, we report on an array for parallel
high-resolution electrophysiological and simultaneous optical recordings. The recording chip is based on a SU-8
coated glass slide (ca. 200 µm thickness) containing 4 cavities with individual ring-shaped Ag/AgClmicroelectrodes as well as a common ground electrode. The ring shape of the electrodes creates an optical
window allowing access with a high-NA oil or water-immersion objective on an inverted microscope.
References
Baaken et al., Lab on a Chip 8, 938 (2008)
J.M. Del Rio Martinez et al., Small 11, 119 (2015)

Friday
11:20 – 11:40 AM ▶

CardioExcyte 96 Goes Flexible: Investigating Cardiac Contractility
Under Physiological Mechanical Conditions with the CellDrum Add-On

Dr. Matthias Gossmann, innoVitro GmbH, Germany
In vitro models for the quantification of cardiac contractility are subject to ongoing scientific discussion regarding
their physiological relevance. Key requirements such as a positive forcefrequency-relationship upon betaadrenergic stimulation are often inadequately reflected. The CellDrum technology provides a physiologically
relevant cell culture environment to investigate the effects of inotropic drugs on hiPSC-derived cardiomyocytes.
The cells are cultured on an ultra-thin silicone membrane forming a biohybrid material with adjustable
biomechanical properties. These properties can be tuned both dynamically and statically, simulating physiological
and pathological mechanical conditions. Multiple parameters of the contractile function are recorded
simultaneously, including amplitude, frequency, contraction/relaxation slopes and times as well as the respective
integrals. The CardioExcyte96 system has proven to be a well-suited platform for the CellDrum technology. The
combination of the two technologies allows for the investigation of cardiomyocyte contraction with high temporal
and spatial resolution incorporating the advantages of the standard 96-well format. In initial pharmacological
studies, inotropic effects of a set of tool compounds were investigated. Isoprenaline showed the expected positive
force-frequency relationship, while sotalol decreased the contraction amplitude and prolonged the relaxation
phase. Additionally, higher doses of sotalol caused arrhythmia and beating arrest. The new system provides a
versatile tool for in vitro cardiac contractility measurements addressing the demands for physiological relevance
and throughput.
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Abstracts Oral Presentations:
Friday
12:30 – 12:50 PM ▶

Development of SyncroPatch assays for GABAA receptors

Dr. David Dalrymple, SB Drug Discovery
GABAA receptors represent a large and complicated family of ion channels that have been shown to be vital for
the normal functioning of our brain. These inhibitory ligand-gated ion channels have also been show to be
important drug targets for the treatment of neuronal disorders such as epilepsy, sedation, muscle relaxation,
anxiolysis and anaesthesia. SB Drug Discovery has recently developed an extensive panel of cell lines to facilitate
GABAA receptor drug discovery. Here we will describe development of robust assay formats suitable for assessment
of multiple GABAA receptor subtypes.

Friday
12:50 – 13:10 PM ▶

A new in vitro paradigm: From hERG-centric to multiple ion channel
current assessment (SyncroPatch 384PE) – To provide a more accurate
mechanistic-based pro-arrhythmis prediction

Masafumi Doi1, Mitsuyoshi Shimane2
1Daiichi Sankyo RD Novare Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, 2Nanion Technologies Japan K.K., Tokyo, Japan
The implementation of the ICH S7B and E14 guidelines has been successful at preventing the introduction of
potentially torsadogenic drugs onto the market, but it has also unduly constrained drug development by focusing
on only IKr block and QT prolongation as essential determinants of proarrhythmia risk.
Namely, the present surrogate markers such as IKr block or QT prolongation are highly sensitive but not very specific
for predicting ventricular proarrhythmia risk; there are also clinically important drugs that block IKr but not
proarrhythmia at therapeutic plasma concentrations. In this context, the establishment of the comprehensive in
vitro proarrhythmia assay (CiPA) suggested the need for the cardiac multiple ion [at least Na+(fast and late),
Ca++, and K+(hERG)] channel screening, in silico simulation modeling based on channel effects, and verification
of the simulation results using a human stem cell (iPS etc.) derived cardiomyocyte assay.
We developed high-throughput hERG, Nav1.5 (peak) and Cav1.2 ion channel screening using a SyncroPatch
384PE (Nanion Technologies GmbH). The SyncroPatch 384PE is a high-throughput patch clamp instrument that
can record from up to 384 cells simultaneously. The patch clamp of SyncroPatch 384PE involves a whole-cell patch
system. Upon comparing the IC50 values of the hERG, Nav1.5 and Cav1.2 inhibitors in SyncroPatch 384PE and
other automated patch clamp systems*, high correlation was found (correlation coefficient; R is 0.9072, 0.7866 and
0.9398, respectively). Therefore, the data obtained by the SyncroPatch 384PE are highly similar to those with the
other automated patch clamp systems. In this presentation, we introduce the results of validation studies of hERG,
Nav1.5 and Cav1.2 ion channel screening to meet the major features of the SyncroPatch 384PE, for example, gigaseal recordings, stability and high success rates, powerful analysis software, and so on. And also, we would like to
discuss how we should ensure that a multiple ion channel screening strategy conforms with the new paradigm.
* J. Kramer, C.A. Obejero-Paz, G. Myatt, et al. MICE Models: Superior to the HERG Model in Predicting Torsade de
Pointes. Sci. Rep. 3, 2100; DOI:10.1038/srep02100 (2013).

Friday
13:10 – 13:30 PM ▶

SyncroSwitch – compatibility of synthetic photoswitches with the
SyncroPatch 384PE

Dr. Martin Sumser, LMU Munich
Photochromic ligands (PCL) are freely diffusible photoswitchable molecules that have been proven to be valuable
tools to control cellular processes with light. Unlike caged compounds, which upon light stimulation release the
active form of the molecule, PCLs can be reversible switched between an inactive and active form. So far, PCLs
have been applied to a wide range of biological targets, including transmembrane proteins (e.g. ligand- and
voltage-gated receptors, G-protein coupled receptors), soluble proteins (e.g. enzymes, kinases), and lipids.
Recently, Nanion developed a light stimulation module for its SyncroPatch line, which enabled us to successfully
characterize PCLs targeting Kv-channels and glutamate receptors in a HTS experimental setting.
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Abstracts Oral Presentations:
Friday
14:00 – 14:20 PM ▶

Designing multiple assay protocols for ligand-gated ion channel
targets using the stacked tip feature on the Patchliner

Sam Manyweathers, Metrion Biosciences
The presentation will compare three different assay techniques for ligand-gated receptors, highlighting the
stacked tip and current clamp abilities of the Patchliner and their use with TRP and ASIC channel targets.

Friday
14:20 – 14:40 PM ▶

High-throughput validation of non-canonical amino acid
incorporation into acid-sensing ion channel 1a

Nina Braun1, Søren Friis2, Weihua Tian3, Eric P. Bennett3, Jacob Andersen4, Stephan A. Pless1
1Department of Drug Design and Pharmacology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Nanion Technologies,
Munich, Germany; 3Center for Glycomics, University of Copenhagen, Denmark; 4Vipergen ApS, Copenhagen,
Denmark
Human acid-sensing ion channel 1a (ASIC1a) is a trimeric proton-sensitive cation channel expressed in the central
nervous system, where it plays a crucial role in the initiation of neuropathic pain and acid-induced ischemia after
stroke. In order to target these conditions therapeutically, the molecular links between ASIC1a activity and its
surrounding cellular network have to be identified. We are thus aiming to investigate protein-protein and proteinpeptide interactions of ASIC1a with a combination of patch-clamp electrophysiology and UV-induced crosslinking. This will allow mapping of both intra- and extracellular interaction sites. For the purpose of cross-linking, the
non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) AzF, Bpa and Se-AbK are site-specifically incorporated at selected positions
in ASIC1a via the nonsense suppression method. Here we introduce a workflow to functionally assess site-specific
incorporation of ncAAs into a library of 103 ASIC1a variants. After removing endogenous ASIC1a from a HEK293
cell line using CRISPR-Cas9, we transiently transfect each of the test constructs into these ASIC1a-negative cells.
Two days after transfection, cells are submitted to fluorescence-based cell sorting directly followed by highthroughput patch-clamp recordings on a SyncroPatch 384PE. We show that this approach allows rapid
identification of suitable positions for cross-linking experiments, as well as efficient biophysical characterization of
ncAA-containing ASIC1a variants.

Friday
14:40 – 15:00 PM ▶

Closing remarks - Applications of the SyncroPatch 384PE

Dr. Andrea Brüggemann, CSO and Owner, Nanion Technologies, Germany
In my presentation, I will focus on new SyncroPatch 384PE data generated in 2018.
As well, in case you are interested in specific ion channel targets, I have prepared a slide deck containing almost
all targets measured on the SyncroPatch 384PE and am happy to present the targets of your interest.
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Abstracts Poster Presentations:
Poster #1:
Functional insights into the ammonium sensor KsAmt5
María Agostina Di Renzo1,2 and Susana L. A. Andrade1,2
1 Institute for Biochemistry, Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy, University Freiburg, Albertstrasse 21, 79104
Freiburg, Germany.
2 Spemann Graduate School of Biology and Medicine (SGBM), University of Freiburg
E-mail: andrade@bio.chemie.uni-freiburg.de
Ammonium transport (Amt) proteins are ubiquitous integral membrane proteins that transport ammonium (NH 4+)
across biological membranes. Typically, these proteins form trimers of 11-12 transmembrane helices per monomer
and therefore, a functional protein unit contains three substrate-conducting pores1. Interestingly, and not yet fully
characterized, orthologs of Amt transporters exist in combination with additional domains that seem to be involved
in signal transduction cascades and belong to different transducer systems.
This is the case of the Amt orthologue from the anammox bacteria “Candidatus Kuenenia stuttgartiensis”2, KsAmt5.
This protein contains a C-terminal extension that forms an outer-membrane domain. We recently showed that this
extension functions as a histidine kinase (HK) and described the Amt domain as an ammonium sensor, capable of
triggering downstream signaling events3.
Using solid supported membrane (SSM) based electrophysiology, we are investigating the role of an
unprecedented NH4+-binding site in the Amt domain and the signal transduction events that lead to the
modulation of the HK. In parallel, our efforts also include the functional characterization of the entire protein and
selected variants, to correlate the occupancy of the NH4+-binding site with the phosphorylation state of the HK.
Our main goal is to understand the molecular details of signal reception on the protein conformation and on the
reactivity of the HK transducer module by combining structural, biochemical and electrophysiological methods.
[1] Marini, A., Vissers, S., Urrestarazu, A., and Andre, B. (1994) Embo Journal 13, 3456-3463.
[2] Schmid, M., Twachtmann, U., Klein, M., Strous, M., Juretschko, S., Jetten, M., Metzger, J., Schleifer, K., and
Wagner, M. (2000) Systematic and Applied Microbiology 23, 93-106
[3] Pflüger, T., Hernández, C. F., Lewe, P., Frank, F., Mertens, H., Svergun, D., Baumstark, M. W., Lunin, V. Y., Jetten,
M. S. M., and Andrade, S. L. A. (2018) Nat Commun 9, 164.

Poster #2:
A New In Vitro Tool to Investigate Cardiac Contractility under Physiological Mechanical Conditions
P. Linder1,3, M. Beckler2, L. Doerr2, S. Stölzle-Feix2, N. Fertig2, A. Jung3, M. Staat3, M. Goßmann1,3
1 innoVitro GmbH, Heinrich-Mußmann-Str. 1, 52428 Jülich, Germany, 2 Nanion Technologies, Ganghoferstr. 70b,
50339 München, Germany, 3 Institute for Bioengineering, Aachen University of Applied Sciences, HeinrichMußmann-Str. 1, 52428 Jülich, Germany
Background: Common systems for the quantification of cellular contraction rely on animalbased models, complex
experimental setups or indirect approaches. Integration into standard lab procedures remains a challenge for
current in vitro systems. The CellDrum technology has the potential to scale-up mechanical testing towards
medium-throughput analyses. We here show that, using hiPS-derived cardiomyocytes, this technology enables for
predictive recordings of contractile behavior in the presence of well-known reference compounds.
Objectives: Our aim is to augment the well-established impedance-based CardioExcyte96 platform for cardiac
contractility assessment with the physiological cellular environment of the CellDrum technology. This enables
precise adjustment of the mechanical stress in the cellular monolayer to simulate both physiological and
pathological conditions of the myocardium. The integration is supplemented by state of the art in-silico
electromechanical models which cover the cellular and tissue scale.
Methods: The cells are cultured on an ultra-thin silicone membrane forming a biohybrid material with physiologically
relevant mechanical properties. While being deflected by the weight of the culture medium, rhythmic contraction
of the cardiomyocytes lifts the membrane upwards. By measuring the changes in deflection, the mechanical stress
can be calculated by Laplace’s Law. Our in silico models of the CellDrum allow the interpretation of the
experimental data.
Results: We could demonstrate that the combination of the CardioExcyte96 platform and the CellDrum technology
allows for precise quantification of drug actions on 96 samples at a time under defined auxotonic mechanical
conditions. Mechanical contraction can be characterized with insight into the shape of the contraction-relaxationcycle. Models of drug actions have been implemented in the simulation software and successfully tested against
inotropic and chronotropic effects. Sotalol, a potent hERG and non-selective competitive beta-adrenergic
receptor blocker showed the expected chronotropic and inotropic effects.
Conclusion: We conclude that the new system provides a versatile tool for in vitro cardiac contractility
measurements addressing the demands for both physiological relevance and throughput.
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Poster #3:
Potential cardiac side effects of compounds commonly used in equine medicine

Kirstine Calloe1, Salomé Rognant1, Søren Friis1,2, Catherine Shaughnessy1, Dan A. Klaerke1, Dagmar Trachsel1
1 Department of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, University of
Copenhagen, Frederiksberg C, Denmark, 2 Nanion Technologies GmbH, Munich, Germany
Background: The voltage-gated K+-channel Kv11.1 has a central role in cardiac repolarization. Blockage of Kv11.1
has been linked to severe cardiovascular side effects, such as acquired long QT syndrome (aLQTS), torsade de
pointes arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death (SCD). K v11.1 is susceptible to unspecific drug interactions due to
the presence of two aromatic amino acids residing in the inner vestibule of the pore. These aromatic residues are
also present in the equine orthologue of Kv11.1. This suggests that equine Kv11.1 may also be prone to high-affinity
block by a range of different chemical entities, which potentially could cause severe cardiac side effects and SCD
in horses.
Aim: To screen a series of commonly used drugs in equine medicine for interaction with K v11.1.
Methods: High-throughput screening of selected compounds on human Kv11.1 expressed in a mammalian cell line
was performed using an automated patch clamp system, the SyncroPatch 384PE (Nanion Technologies, Munich,
Germany). Results were validated on equine Kv11.1 expressed in CHO-K1 cells by manual patch clamp.
Results: Acepromazine maleat (IC50 = 0.5 µM) trimethoprim (IC50 = 100 µM), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (IC50
= 2 µM) and cyproheptadine hydrochloride (IC50 = 1.84 µM) inhibited equine Kv11.1 current at clinically relevant
drug concentrations.
Conclusion: The results suggest that drug interaction with Kv11.1 can occur in horses and that some drugs potentially
may induce repolarization disorders in horses.

Poster #4:
A Sensor Based Technique for Pharmacological Safety Testing of Cardiac Transport Proteins NCX,
NaKATPase and Respiratory Chain Complexes
George Okeyo1, Rodolfo Haedo1, Maria Barthmes2, Andre Bazzone2, Sonja Stoelzle-Feix2, Andrea Brüggemann2,
Michael George2, Niels Fertig2
1Nanion Technologies Inc., 1 Naylon Place, Livingston, NJ, 07039, USA , 2Nanion Technologies GmbH,
Ganghoferstr. 70A 80339 Munich, Germany
Ion channels have long been targets for cardiac safety testing. However, other proteins involved in the transport
of ions across membrane barriers are also relevant for pharmacological safety. To drive the progress in
pharmacological investigation of cardiac transporters we have evaluated new methodologies to study
both desired and unwanted effects of compounds on several cardiac transport proteins, based on solid supported
membrane (SSM) and impedance technologies, recording from either 1 or 96 wells simultaneously.
As protein containing samples we have used HEK293 cell lines, mitochondrial inner membrane vesicles from pig
heart as well as iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes on automated devices. We have focused on two transporters
that emerged as targets for cardiac pharmacology and safety testing. First we investigated the Sodium-Calcium
Exchanger (NCX), which plays an important role in the cellular calcium homeostasis under physiological and
pathological conditions. Inhibition of NCX is thought to be beneficial in ischemia/reperfusion injury but also
might have an anti-arrhythmic effect. As a second target we investigated Na+/K+-ATPase, which plays a major
role in the regulation of basic cardiac functions and is targeted by cardiac glycosides, illustrating its critical
involvement in both beneficial and potentially harmful pharmacological effects. Additionally, we have
investigated the complexes of the respiratory chain as interference with these ATP-producing proteins can lead to
lethal side effects.
We developed several new methods to investigate these cardiac transporters in 96 well formats, thus vastly
increasing throughput, a critical factor in pharmacological screening. We showed dose dependent effect of
known substrates and inhibitors, thus verifying the reliability of our methods. As first result we could show
that inhibition of NCX increases the beat rate of iPSC derived cardiomyocytes.

Poster #5:
Automated patch-clamp electrophysiology recordings of human nicotinic receptors
Dr. Omar Alijevic, Associate Scientist Electrophysiology/ Ion Channel Research, Philip Morris International,
Switzerland
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Poster #6:
Purification and characterization of Plasmodium falciparum K+ channels, PfKch1 and PfKch2
Karen Molbaek1,3, Kirstine Calloe1, Maria de los Angeles Tejada1, Peter Ellekvist2, Peter Scharff-Poulsen3, Nirbhay
Kumar4, Per Amstrup Pedersen3 and Dan A. Klaerke1.
1Department of Veterinary and Clinical Animal Science, IKVH, Faculty of Health, University of Copenhagen, DK1870 Frederiksberg, Denmark. 2Department of Pulmonary and Infectious Diseases, Nordsjaellands Hospital, DK3400 Hilleroed. 3Department of Biology, August Krogh Building, University of Copenhagen, DK-2100 Copenhagen
OE, Denmark. 4Department of Global Health, Tulane University, New Orleans, USA.
Background: Resistance towards known antimalarial drugs poses a significant problem, urging for novel drugs that
target vital proteins in the malaria parasite. Plasmodium falciparum, the species responsible for the majority of
malaria- associated fatalities, encodes two putative K channels, PfKch1 and PfKch2, which have been cloned in
our laboratories. The Plasmodium K+ channels may be potential drug targets, and we have shown in the model
parasite P. berghei, that Kch1-null parasites exhibit a total inhibition of oocyst development in the mosquito midgut
(transmission block). The Plasmodium channels are difficult to express in conventional expression systems; however
we have shown that PfKch1, PfKch2 and a C-terminally truncated version of PfKch1 (PfKch 1-1094) are indeed
functional K+ channels in vivo, since a K+ uptake deficient Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain is complemented by
the P. falciparum cDNAs.
Aim: It is the aim of the present study to express PfKch1 and PfKch2 in yeast and to characterize the purified channel
proteins by electrophysiological methods.
Methods: PfKch11-1094-GFP and GFP-PfKch2 fusion proteins were overexpressed in yeast and affinity purified to
homogeneity. Purified proteins were reconstituted into giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs). Lipid bilayers were formed
on NPC-1 borosilicate glass chips with a resistance of 2-5 MW using symmetrical K+ concentrations the bilayer
(130 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 10 µM CaCl2, pH = 7), and single channel activity was monitored on the Port-a-Patch,
Nanion Technologies, Germany.
Results: For both purified channels, PfKch1 and PfKch2, single channel events could be measured after
reconstitution into planar lipid bilayers. Consistent with the prediction of regulator K + conductance (RCK) domains
in the C-terminals of both channels, the channel activity was dependent on the presence of Ca 2+. Single channel
conductances were estimated to 16 pS for PfKch1 and 28 pS for GFP-PfKch2.
Conclusions: The Plasmodium K+ channels, PfKch1 and PfKch2, may be expressed in yeast and purified in a
functional form. This may allow for future structural characterization.

Poster #7:
Safety Pharmacology measurements within the CiPA initiative using automated Patch Clamp.
Rodolfo Haedo3, Sonja Stölzle-Feix1, Claudia Haarmann1, Alison Obergrussberger1, Markus Rapedius1, Tom Götze1,
Søren Friis1,2, Nina Brinkwirth1, llka Rinke-Weiß1, Michael George1, Tim Strassmaier3, Niels Fertig1, Andrea
Brüggemann1 1Nanion Technologies GmbH, Ganghoferstr. 70A 80339 Munich, Germany, 2Department of
Veterinary Clinical and Animal Science, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, 3Nanion
Technologies Inc., 1 Naylon Place, Livingston, NJ, 07039, USA
Background: The FDA started to direct a new initiative: The Comprehensive in Vitro Proarrhythmia Assay (CiPA). This
initiative is focused on proarrhythmia to improve specificity compared to in vitro hERG and in vivo QT studies. Within
phase I of this initiative 12 compounds were tested on different sites and instruments on 6 ion channels: I Kr (hERG),
ICa (L-type; Cav1.2), I Na (Nav1.5 peak and late current); I TO (Kv4.3); IKs (KCNQ1 + KCNE1), and I K1 (Kir2.1).
Objectives: The objective of the CIPA initiative is to facilitate the adoption of a new paradigm for assessment of
clinical potential of Torsades-de-Pointes (TdP) that is not measured exclusively by potency of hERG block and not
at all by QT prolongation.
Methods: In this study, we used two different automated patch clamp platforms at 3 different sites and two different
temperatures to perform pharmacological measurements on the 12 compounds provided within the CiPA initiative
in a blinded manner.
Results: The first ion channel that was addressed was hERG. At both temperatures and independent of the used
instrument and site the results are very homogenous and fit very well to conventional patch clamp data. Ion
channels that tend to be more susceptible to run down, like I Ks recordings especially at physiological temperatures
were more challenging.
Conclusion: Automated patch clamp is well suited to perform safety pharmacological studies also within the new
guidelines of the CiPA initiative. Caution has to be taken on the handling and storage conditions of the
compounds, as well as exposure times of the compounds during the measurement.
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Poster #8:
Introducing simulated IK1 into human iPSC-cardiomyocytes using dynamic clamp on an automated
patch clamp setup
Corina Bot1 , Nadine Becker2 , Birgit Goversen3 , Sonja Stoelzle-Feix2 , Alison Obergrussberger2 , Toon A.B. van Veen3
, Niels Fertig2 , Teun P. de Boer3
1Nanion Technologies Inc, Livingston, NJ, USA, 2Nanion Technologies, Munich, Germany, 3Department of Medical
Physiology, Division of Heart & Lungs, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands.
Dynamic clamp is a powerful tool involving injection of real-time simulated membrane currents into patch
clamped cells. This technique has been employed in conventional patch clamp electrophysiology to introduce
inward rectifier IK1 current into human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs). IK1 is
expressed at low levels in these cells. For this reason, hiPSC-CMs display a more depolarized membrane potential
than adult cardiomyocytes, limiting their use in safety pharmacology. Therefore, introducing simulated I K1 into
hiPSCCMs may improve maturity of these cells and ensure that they represent a viable alternative to the scarcely
available dissociated adult human cardiomyocytes. Indeed, they are attractive cells types because of their
unlimited availability and human origin.
In this study, we combined dynamic clamp with an automated patch clamp platform to demonstrate that IK1
conductance can be added to hiPSC-CMs on this platform. Our results show that IK1 can be successfully added to
hiPSC-CMs to up to 4 cells simultaneously and that this results in a more stabilized and hyperpolarized resting
membrane potential. Action potential (AP) shape also changes when I K1 is added. We have used with different
amounts of IK1 (100-2000 pS/pF) and show that increasing I K1 results in AP shortening and an acceleration of the
upstroke. We could measure native Ba2+-sensitive IK1 in voltage clamp mode in approximately 50% of these cells,
but I K1 was small, on average 1.98±0.42 pA/pF (mean ± SEM). Adding a Ca2+ channel activator (BayK 8644), or
blocker (nifedipine) caused an increase and decrease of the AP duration, respectively. In conclusion, combining
dynamic clamp with automated patch clamping results in an enhanced, medium-throughput platform for
safety pharmacology.

Poster #9:
Expression and pharmacology of GluA2-containing AMPA receptors in cell lines and stem cell-derived
neurons
Alison Obergrussberger1, Nina Brinkwirth1, Ilka Rinke-Weiß1, Nadine Becker1, Tom A. Goetze1, Sonja StoelzleFeix1,
Patrick Mumm1, Corina T. Bot2, Michael George1, Andrea Brüggemann1, Niels Fertig1
1Nanion Technologies, Munich, Germany, 2Nanion Technologies Inc, Livingston, NJ, USA
The vast majority of excitatory neurotransmission is mediated by AMPA (α-amino-3-hydroxy-5- methyl-4isoxazolepropionic acid) receptors. The functional receptor exists as a tetramer, either homomers or heteromers,
from a repertoire of 4 different subunits, GluA1 – GluA4. It is well known that glutamate is a neurotoxin and it is
proposed that overactivation of ionotropic glutamate receptors may underlie many neurodegenerative disorders
such as ischemic stroke, epilepsy, Parkinson’s and dementia, amongst others. Enhancement of AMPA receptor
activation by, for example, BDNF, has been proposed to have beneficial effects of learning and memory and has
potential therapeutic value in the treatment of depression, Huntington’s and Parkinson’s diseases. We have used
GluA2 receptors expressed in HEK cells on 3 different automated patch clamp systems recording from either 1, 8
or 384 wells simultaneously. We have compared the glutamate EC 50 obtained on the different platforms and found
that they are similar, ranging from approximately 30 – 80 µM. The speed of glutamate application greatly affected
activation and inactivation kinetics of GluA2. Responses to glutamate were reproducible using a concentration of
30 or 100 µM, GluA2 could be repetitively activated at least 4 or more times, making the assay suitable for
pharmacological characterization. GluA2 was also recorded at physiological temperature as well as room
temperature. Using pharmacological agents we could either inhibit or enhance the glutamate elicited responses.
The inhibitor, CNQX, blocked glutamate responses mediated by GluA2 with an IC50 of 600 nM using a glutamate
concentration of 100 µM and the concentration response curve for CNQX was dependent on the glutamate
concentration. The potentiator, LY404187, was preincubated prior to co-application with 100 µM glutamate giving
an EC50 of around 500 nM. In addition to GluA2 expressed in HEK cells, we also recorded glutamatergic-enriched
cortical neurons derived from induced pluripotent stem cells on an automated patch clamp platform. In these
neurons we recorded NaV currents which could be blocked by low concentrations of TTX with an IC 50 of 12 nM. In
addition, glutamate responses were recorded which were potentiated by LY404187.
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Poster #10:
Bridging HTS ion channel and myocyte data
Sonja Stoelzle-Feix1, Tim Strassmaier2, Corina Bot2, Krisztina Juhasz1, Nadine Becker1, Ulrich Thomas1, Leo Doerr1,
Markus Rapedius1, Claudia Haarmann1, Ilka Rinke-Weiss1, Tom Goetze1, Matthias Beckler1, Michael George1,
Andrea Brüggemann1 and Niels Fertig1
1Nanion Technologies, Munich, Germany, 2Nanion Technologies Inc, Livingston, NJ, USA
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are becoming increasingly important for cardiac safety testing due
to their recapitulation of native behaviour, relative abundance and ease-of-use. We combine automated patch
clamp (APC), impedance and extracellular field potential (EFP) measurements to study hiPSC-derived
cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) from different sources. In line with the comprehensive in vitro proarrhythmia assay
(CiPA) initiative, cardiac ion channels expressed in heterologous expression systems have been recorded on APC
devices at room temperature and at physiological temperature and the effects of different pro-arrhythmic
compounds on ion channels was investigated. In addition hiPSC-CMs were used on APC platforms recording from
1, 8 or 384 wells simultaneously. Voltage-gated Na+ (NaV), Ca2+ (CaV) and K+ (KV) currents were recorded. The NaV
channel was blocked by tetracaine with an IC 50 of 2.9 ± 1.4 µM (n = 5) and by TTX with an IC50 of 1.1 ± 0.5 µM (n =
4), values which are consistent with the cardiac NaV channel, NaV1.5. Nifedipine blocked the CaV currents
recorded from hiPSC-CMs with an IC50 of 84 nM, consistent with the cardiac CaV1.2 channel. In addition to voltage
clamp measurements, action potentials from hiPSC-CMs were also recorded in the current clamp mode and the
effect of nifedipine on action potential amplitude and duration will be shown. Using the dynamic clamp technique
coupled with an APC device, electrically modelled I K1 was injected into the cell under current clamp conditions
and this resulted in a more hyperpolarized and stable resting membrane potential. The amount of I K1 injected into
the cell affected action potential (AP) duration. Pharmacology using a calcium channel activator, BayK 8644, and
blocker, nifedipine, was also performed. BayK 8644 at 1 µM significantly prolonged AP duration and nifedipine (30
µM) shortened AP duration. Within the myocyte phase II study of the CiPA initiative, a device combining
impedancebased contractility and extracellular field potential (EFP) recordings was used to investigate the effects
of different compounds deemed low, intermediate and high risk by the FDA. Different hiPSC-CMs were used in a
large cross-site evaluation which found that high risk compounds such as dofetilide prolong field potential duration
and arrhythmic events were detected in both impedance and EFP recordings. Intermediate risk compounds
induced arrhythmia in almost all cases at the highest dose and either no significant effect or a decrease in FPDmax
was recorded for low risk compounds. In addition, cells can be optically stimulated and impedance and EFP signals
simultaneously recorded from the same cellular monolayer. In this way, contractility and EFP signals can be exactly
overlaid giving in-depth mechanistic information about contractile behaviour and electrophysiology of iPSC-CMs.
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Our Partners:
Cellular Dynamics International (CDI), a FUJIFILM company, is a leading
developer and supplier of human cells used in basic and translational research,
drug discovery, toxicity testing, and regenerative medicine applications.
Leveraging technology that can be used to create induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) and differentiated tissue-specific cells from any individual, CDI is
committed to advancing life science research and transforming the
therapeutic development process in order to fundamentally improve human
health. The company’s inventoried iCell® products and donor-specific MyCell®
Products are available in the quantity, quality, purity, and reproducibility required for drug and cell therapy
development. For more information please visit www.fujifilmcdi.com.
IONERA Technologies is a spin off from the University of Freiburg, founded in 2014
and located in Freiburg, Germany. Ionera’s microelectrode cavity arrays (MECAChips) allow for automated and parallel recordings of membrane proteins
reconstituted in planar lipid bilayers. Ionera’s microchip devices are based on
cavities of micrometer dimension, each of which contains an individual
Ag/AgCl-microdisk as the active electrode. Because of their very small size, these
microelectrodes can easily be arranged in dense arrays, therefore increasing
the experimental throughput. Ionera’s MECA16 and MECA4 chips are dedicated for the use in Nanion's bilayer
systems, the Orbit-16 and Orbit Mini. Please visit www.ionera.de.

Metrion Biosciences is a UK-based CRO focussed on delivering a range
of high-quality ion channel screening, cardiac safety profiling and
drug discovery services on a fee-for-service or collaboration basis. Our
aim is to provide ion channel electrophysiology expertise and highquality screening assays as part of a dedicated and flexible service
tailored to customer requirements. Customers can access Metrion’s ion channel know-how and services at any
point in their screening cascade. We offer a portfolio of services that add value to drug discovery programs by
developing and de-risking ion channel modulators at all stages as they progress towards the clinic. Please visit
www.metrionbiosciences.com.
Ncardia is based in Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and in the USA.
The company is privately held and established following the merger of
Pluriomics and Axiogenesis. Ncardia (www.ncardia.com) believes that
stem cell technology will help to get better medicines to patients faster.
The company develops, produces and commercializes highly
predictive human cellular assay systems for safety and efficacy testing.
The cardiac product portfolio encompasses a broad panel of hiPSC-derived cardiac (Pluricyte®, Cor.4U®,
vCor.4U®) and neural (CNS.4U®, Peri.4U®, Astro.4U®) cell types. In addition, the company delivers the Cardioplate™
product line of quality controlled ready to use assay plates. Furthermore, Ncardia develops and provides its
customers with a broad portfolio of cardiovascular services from disease modeling to cardiovascular drug efficacy
screening. Ncardia is committed to deliver its clients working assays solutions through in house assay development
and extensive support. Please visit www.ncardia.com.
SB Drug Discovery is an ion channel focussed CRO specialising in
generation of cell lines and ion channel screening services. Our highly
experienced cell biology and electrophysiology teams utilize fluorescence
assays, conventional patch clamp and high throughput automated
electrophysiology platforms to provide over 150 ion channel assays suitable
for HTS, routine profiling, selectivity panels and species ortholog studies. SB
Drug Discovery’s services also include custom ion channel cell line
generation and off-the-shelf cell lines suitable for automated patch clamp
platforms. Please visit www.sbdrugdiscovery.com.
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